
340B Drug Pricing Program

Lessons Learned

Next Steps



Why talk about this?

• Government audits continue.

• Drug manufacturers may also be audited.

• Increased scrutiny by manufacturers to ensure 
compliance.

Stakeholders need 
to stay on top of 

program changes.



• What is 340B Coalition?

– Represents providers and programs participating 
in the Public Health Service’s Section 340B drug 
discount program.

– Created to assist providers with accessing and 
complying with the program while working with 
the Federal Government to improve 
implementation of the program.



• SNHPA is an association of 340B providers.

• SNHPA is not associated with HRSA.

• Advice and guidance is not “official”.

• SNHPA is a good source of peer-to-peer 
advice.

• SNHPA advocates on behalf of the 340B 
covered entity (CE) members.



• Apexus is under contract with HRSA to provide 
guidance and advice to 340B entities.

• Apexus advice can be relied upon.



External Audits of 340B Program

Manufacturer Audits

HRSA Audits



Manufacturer audits

• 7 manufacturer audits to date

– No disclosure of results

• Must obtain HRSA approval

• Limited to certain compliance issues

– Duplicate Discounts

– Diversion

• Must use independent public accountant 

• No time limit



Note this…
• Manufacturer will notify the covered entity (CE) 

of potential issues prior to contacting HRSA.
– Cooperate
– Make a good faith effort to resolve

• If not resolved, manufacturer will request 
permission from Office of Pharmacy Affairs to 
conduct an audit.

• Audit results will go to:
– Manufacturer
– CE
– OPA/HRSA
– Office of Inspector General



HRSA audits

• FY 2012 

– 51 high risk audits

• 450 outpatient facilities 

• 400 contract pharmacies

• 45 risk-based, 6 targeted

• FY 2013

– 94 audits

• 700 outpatient facilities 

• 1,930 contract pharmacies

Source: 340B University Notes May 2014



HRSA audit experience

• HRSA mails letter to authorizing official
• One to two months between initial letter and 

actual audit
• Request list by HRSA (submitted prior to on-site 

visit)
– Policies and Procedures
– Cost report
– Credentialing file
– All purchase records 
– All dispense records
– State/County contract



HRSA audit experience

• HRSA sample for on-site review

– 30 340B eligible claims

– 30 contract pharmacy claims

– 30 inpatient hospital claims

– 5 high cost drug claims

• Typically on-site less than one week



HRSA audit experience

• Auditors held introductory meeting
• 340B operations were discussed
• Auditors observed process of ordering, receiving, 

and tracking drugs for inpatients and 
outpatients*
– Specifically reviewed NDC to NDC match

• Auditors reviewed sample claims
• Exit conference was held

*Auditors will conduct interviews with staff!



HRSA audit experience

• Final audit results may take up to one year.
– During this time, additional data may be requested.

– May or may not receive preliminary findings.

– Auditor may not be the one to make the findings.  
HRSA may identify findings auditor did not mention.

• OPA publishes limited information to the 
public about findings.

• Adverse findings

• No adverse findings

• Areas for improvement are not published



HRSA audit experience

• Corrective action plans must be submitted to 
HRSA.

– Simple explanation of actions

– Documentation of executive support for action 
plan

• HRSA does not provide a “template” action 
plan format.



Corrective action plans

• Must correct process that led to issue.

• Must fix past errors.

– Were there other claims that contained the same 
error?

– Identify, quantify, and assess method of resolution 
with manufacturer.



FY 2012 HRSA audit results

19

7
16

9

Published January 2014
51 audits

No adverse findings

Adverse findings; no sanction

Adverse findings with sanctions

Adverse findings; sanctions not yet determined

http://www.hrsa.gov/opa/programintegrity/auditresults/results.html

Type #

DSH 29

CAH 1

Cancer 1

CHC 10

Children’s 2

Health 
departments

7

HIV 1



HRSA audit results

http://www.hrsa.gov/opa/programintegrity/auditresults/results.html

• Minor technical errors are reported the 
same as a significant error.

– Diversion error may be one out of thousands 
of claims.

• There has been no evidence of neglect or 
fraud.

• No provider has been removed from the 
program.



Results by the numbers . . .

Issues noted in HRSA 
audits

Diversion 16

Duplicate
discounts 
(Medicaid)

17

Incorrect data 
in OPA 
database

15

Sanctions applied

Refunds to 
manufacturers

16

To be 
determined

9

None 7

Corrective actions

Corrective 
action plans

7

Pending 25

http://www.hrsa.gov/opa/programintegrity/auditresults/results.html

State #

AL 1

AR 2

AZ 1

CA 3

CO 1

FL 3

GA 4

ID 1

IL 4

KY 4

LA 1

MI 1

MO 2

NC 3

NE 1

NM 1

NY 2

PA 2

SC 1

TX 6

VA 1

VT 1

WA 2

WI 2

WV 1
NOTE:  11 digit match was audited!



HRSA Staffing Investments - $6 million

• New branch - Program Performance and Quality

– Developing covered entity audit reports

– Ensure assessments are consistent and accurate

– Work with the covered entities to develop Corrective 
Action Plans

– Posting summaries of audit information on website

– Recertification function

– Reviewing “self-disclosures” by covered entities

– Working with Ryan White and Community Health 
Center Programs on covered entity compliance

Source:  HRSA Website



HRSA Staffing Investments - $6 million

• Operations Branch
– Additional proactive technical assistance and 

education

– Revamping the FAQs on the 340B Prime Vendor 
website

• Information Systems Branch
– Hiring more specialized assistance in the data 

areas to better understand the data around 
covered entities and manufacturers, their 
purchasing and their pricing.

Source:  HRSA Website



Types of corrective actions

• Repayment to manufacturers

• Update policies and procedures

• Implement training programs

• Update 340B computer systems

• Increase frequency of self-audits

• Correct OPA database entries

• Improve internal controls



Recommendations from audits

• Have an active 340B committee.

• Review 340B processes often.

• Update policies and procedures to reflect 
current processes.

• Conduct self-audits and measure compliance.

• Continue education and monitor changes in 
regulations and OPA guidance to ensure 
compliance.



Self-audit / Self-reporting

• As part of the annual recertification process, 
CE Authorizing Official must certify the CE’s 
responsibility to:

– Contact OPA as soon as reasonably possible if the 
CE discovers a “material breach” of program 
requirements.

– Take corrective action which may include 
repayment to manufacturers, payment of interest, 
and/or removal from program.



Material breach

• The materiality criteria only refers to the 
reporting requirement.

– Corrective action must be taken to prevent future 
errors regardless of materiality.

• No definition of what constitutes “material”.

– At 340B conferences, numbers like 2% or 5% of 
340B purchases.  Nothing official.



Notifying manufacturers

• If you find that you have over bought 340B 
drugs, notify the manufacturer as to how you 
will correct.

– Reduce subsequent allowable purchase

– Repay



Orphan Drugs



Orphan drugs

• A drug that was developed for a rare 
condition.

• Excluded from definition of covered 
outpatient drug.
– Exclusion only applies to free-standing cancer 

hospitals, rural referral centers, sole community 
hospitals, and critical access hospitals

– Only applies when the drug is used for the 
indication for which they received orphan 
designation.



Orphan drug exclusion

• RRC, SCH, CAH and Cancer Hospitals

– Know what is on the orphan drug list and the 
orphan indication.

• Can be downloaded from the HRSA/OPA website

• > 2500 drugs

– If opt-in:

• How will you maintain auditable records to prove drug 
only used for non-orphan indication?

• HRSA and manufacturers can audit compliance 
including a review of CE’s auditable records.



Orphan drug exclusion

• RRC, SCH, CAH and Cancer Hospitals

– If opt-out:

• Must work with wholesaler to ensure that orphan drugs 
are not purchased under 340B program.

• GPO pricing can be used to purchase orphan drugs.



Opt in / Opt out

• Must inform HRSA if CE will opt in or opt out.

– Opt in: Purchase orphan drugs using 340B – must 
track by indication and maintain auditable 
records.

– Opt out: Will not maintain auditable records and 
will purchase all orphan drugs outside of 340B 
regardless of indication for which drug is used.

• Manufacturers and wholesalers will be able to 
download quarterly opt-in/out files.





Manufacturers’ lawsuit

• Manufacturers do not want these entities to 
receive 340B pricing when orphan drugs are 
used for ANY indication.

• Lawsuit by Pharmaceutical Research and 
Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) to 
terminate the orphan drug exclusion option. 



HRSA Statement on Case
• On May 23, 2014, the U.S. District Court for the 

District of Columbia issued a ruling that vacated 
the orphan drug regulation on the grounds that 
HHS lacks the statutory authority to engage in 
such rulemaking.

• However, the Court did not invalidate HRSA’s 
interpretation of the statute.

Source:  HRSA website



HRSA Statement on Case
• HHS/HRSA continues to stand by the 

interpretation described in its published final 
rule.



Medicaid Billing

Understand your State’s 
requirement!



Duplicate discount

• A duplicate discount, prohibited by 340B 
statute, occurs when manufacturers provide 
both a 340B discount on a drug AND pay a 
Medicaid rebate to the State on the same 
drug. 

• A duplicate discount would occur if an up-
front 340B discount and back-end Medicaid 
rebate were provided on the same drug/drug 
claim. 



Carve-in / Carve-out

• For each unique Medicaid Provider 
Number/NPI, entities can either: 

– “Carve-in” - Use 340B drugs for Medicaid patients 
(and list the Medicaid Provider Number/NPI on 
the OPA website), or 

– “Carve-out” - Use a non-340B contract to 
purchase drugs for Medicaid patients (Note: GPO 
use is not permitted by DSH/Children’s/Cancer hospitals.) 



Medicaid provider number

• If a CE uses only one Medicaid provider 
number and “carves-in”, then all areas using 
that provider number must be registered as a 
340B eligible area.

– Medicaid will be unable to determine if a claim is 
from a non-340B eligible area if only one number 
is used for billing all areas.



Medicaid Exclusion File



State billing requirements

• Some states require 340B entities who “carve-
in” to bill drugs on a Medicaid claim at actual 
acquisition cost plus a dispensing fee.

– Under this method the 340B price “flows through” 
to Medicaid.

– The state will not claim the rebate from the 
manufacturer, but rather will receive it by paying 
the lower price to the CE.



State billing requirements

• Other states allow “carve-in” entities to bill at 
usual and customary rates.

– Generally drugs are paid under cost 
reimbursement methodology already in existence.

• Maintain written documentation of what your 
state requires – Traditional Medicaid and 
Medicaid managed care.

– HRSA will request this information upon audit!



Finger pointing

• HRSA will point to CE as responsible party for 
duplicate discounts.

– If you are correctly listed in the OPA database and 
Medicaid Exclusion database and have done due 
diligence with the State, then HRSA may not hold 
CE as responsible.



Policies and Procedures

Critical to a successful audit!



Policies and procedures

• Extremely important!

– HRSA audit staff will ask hospital staff if they have 
seen the policies and procedures.

– HRSA audit staff will review policies and 
procedures to determine

• What is a covered outpatient drug

• What is an eligible patient

• What is an eligible location

• Who is an eligible provider



Policies and procedures

• During the 340B Coalition Conference in 
February, HRSA/OPA official remarked that in 
some audits it was noted that P&P did not 
include a discussion of inventory controls.

• Ensure this is covered in your P&P manual.



Be specific

• CE can use templates, but tailor policies and 
procedures for your entity.

• Keep historical data after updates.
– Audits are retrospective

• Include in the policy the name of the Medicaid 
contact for your State.

• Have procedure for response to external audit 
requests.

• Describe how you will self-audit and DO IT!



Document use of 340B savings

• Policies and procedures should clearly identify 
what the savings from the 340B program will 
be used for

– Describe how use of the Program supports intent 
of Program.

• Are savings passed directly to patients?

• Are savings used in programs to benefit the low-income 
and underserved populations?



Referrals

• Document in the 340B policies & procedures 
how referrals will be treated for 340B 
purchases.

– Patient medical record should include clear 
evidence of referral.

– Ultimately comes down to: Who is responsible for 
care of patient?  (Definition of outpatient)



Policies and procedures

• Policies and procedures are federally 
mandated and will be reviewed upon audit.

• Sample policies can be found:

https://docs.340bpvp.com/documents/public/resourcecenter/340B_Tool_Guide.pdf



Contract Pharmacies





Types of 340B Entities

72%

4.5%

13.50%

In-house Pharmacy

5 or more Contract
Pharmacies

Less than 5
Contract
Pharmacies

Source: HRSA



What are the audit requirements?

• Although not expressly required, the CE must have sufficient 
information to meet its obligation of ensuring ongoing 
compliance and the timely recognition of any problem.

Q: What are the audit requirements under the contract pharmacy guidelines?

A: Although annual independent audits are not expressly required, the covered 
entity must have sufficient information to meet its obligation of ensuring ongoing 
compliance and the timely recognition of any problem. All covered entities are 
required to maintain auditable records and it is the expectation of HRSA that most 
covered entities will utilize independent audits as part of fulfilling their ongoing 
obligation of ensuring 340B Program compliance. However, HRSA leaves it up to 
covered entities to determine how to meet their compliance responsibilities. 

FAQ 1976 - Apexus



Attestation for 340B Program



The OIG issued a 
Memorandum 
Report:
Contract Pharmacy 
Arrangements in the 
340B Program
on February 4, 2014.



OIG study results
(n=30)

18
8

4

340B Discount

Offered discount price

Did not offer discount price

Unknown

• The OIG found that some 
CE’s do not offer 
discounted 340B price to 
uninsured patients at 
their contract 
pharmacies.

13 of the 
18 are 
community 
health 
centers

*Neither the 340B statutes nor HRSA guidance 
address whether covered entities must offer the 
discounted 340B price to uninsured patients in 
their contract pharmacies.



22

6

2

Medicaid

No Medicaid dispenses

Dispense with arrangements

Dispense no arrangements

• To avoid duplicate discounts in 
contract pharmacy 
arrangements, CE’s have two 
options:
• Do not dispense 340B 

purchased drugs to 
Medicaid patients

• Dispense to Medicaid AND 
make arrangements with 
State to prevent duplicate 
discounts

OIG study results
(n=30)



• Twenty-five of the CE’s 
monitor their contract 
pharmacy arrangements.

• Only 7 of 25 use 
independent auditors for 
monitoring.18

7

5

Monitoring

Monitoring in-house

Independent monitoring

No monitoring

OIG study results
(n=30)



Other report findings

• A main theme in the OIG Report 
Memorandum was the inconsistency in the 30 
contract pharmacy arrangements studied.

• Covered entities noted several instances in 
which they would categorize similar types of 
prescriptions differently.

– Based on each entity’s policies, the categorization 
could result in diversion.



What’s coming in 2014

Increased manufacturer pressure

Changes in regulations

Medicare Part B 







The “Mega Reg” – What Now?

• HRSA is currently working to formalize existing 
program guidance through regulation, 
designed to cover a number of aspects of the 
340B Program. The regulation under 
development will address the definition of an 
eligible patient, compliance requirements for 
contract pharmacy arrangements, hospital 
eligibility criteria, and eligibility of off-site 
facilities.



Closing thoughts

• Watch out for the “Mega Reg” or some 
version of it to be issued soon.

• Many of the issues identified by HRSA audits 
and the OIG are expected to result in 
proposed regulations.

2014 will be a big year for 340B!



For more information:

Cynthia R. DuPree

Draffin & Tucker, LLP

Atlanta, Georgia

404-220-8494

cdupree@draffin-tucker.com


